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Metric Type Source Scope Command Insight Comments

%usage gauge Tool internal process /bin/time <x>
prmon

Gross measure of cpu 
utilisation, real/user/sys. 
Indicates potential overheads 
and multi-process scaling.

Use application metric of event 
loop time to change all of these per 
second metrics into per event (see 
below)

Thread # gauge /proc/<pid>/st
atus

process grep Threads Gives a measure of how much 
of a running payload is 
parallel/serial.

Required for multi-threaded code

Process # gauge Process list process pstree -p <p> 
|wc

As above but for multi-process 
codebases.

Required for multi-process code



Metric Type Source Scope Command Insight Comments

Memory 
usage

gauge /proc/<pid>/smaps
/proc/<pid>/status

process prmon Allows understanding of how memory 
develops over time, can be used in 
conjunction with Process/Thread 
count to examine dependency. 

VMEM is application 
controlled, RSS is how much 
the kernel really maps, PSS 
accounts for shared pages 
better (important for parallel 
processing).

Avg Mem gauge /proc/<pid>/smaps process prmon Amount of memory that needs 
budgeted for the bulk of the runtime of 
the job payload.

(see above)

Max Mem gauge /proc/<pid>/smaps process prmon Amount of memory that needs to be 
made available instantaneously - 
required for setting hard limits on a 
job payload to detect erroneous jobs.

(see above)

RSS reports 
20GB more 
memory 
usage than is 
actually 
consumed 
when using 
shared pages



Metric Type Source Scope Command Insight Comments

I/O rate gauge /proc/diskstats global iostat 1 1 Total IO operations ongoing, can 
calculate a %usage of theoretical 
maximum of spinning/ssd media

As /proc/diskstats is global 
some method of isolating a 
process is necessary to 
assess accurately 
(containers/namespaces?)

I/O 
bandwidth

gauge /proc/<pid>/io process prmon Total bytes read/written by a process, 
gives indication of rates and total 
usage



Metric Type Source Scope Command Insight Comments

Network 
usage

gauge /proc/net/dev global Possible 
update to 
prmon

Aggregate Tx/Rx bytes to assess 
total network load

As /proc/net/dev is global 
some method of isolating a 
process is necessary to 
assess accurately 
(containers/namespaces?)

Network 
rates

gauge Socket statistics process ss -ip Per process rates, can be used to 
assess /cvmfs usage.

More work needed to 
understand if the numbers 
provided are useful



Metric Type Source Scope Command Insight Comments

Input data 
set

gauge Job payload job ls -lh Size of input data set, space on disk 
required and total size to be staged.

This changes if data is 
streamed via remote IO and 
is not as simple as the size 
of all the files associated with 
a job.

Output 
data set

gauge Job stageout job ls -lh Size of output data set, amount of 
data that needs to be staged out

Non Event 
input Data

gauge Conditions DB 
etc.

global - Data overheads that are not directly 
related to the input data set but 
required.

Difficult to measure in a 
generic way



http://www.brendangregg.com/linuxperf.htm
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Time VMEM PSS RSS Swap rchar wchar rbytes wbytes utime stime cutimecstime
1521105584 276096 4708 9192 0 942142349 125908662 41761280 140156928 0.06 0.32 12.95 3.14
1521105586 276108 4748 9252 0 942430266 125909449 41761280 140161024 0.06 0.33 12.96 3.19
1521105588 276120 4768 9272 0 942718188 125910233 41761280 140165120 0.07 0.33 12.97 3.24
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VMEM RSS PSS

Average 26.1GB 14.8GB 6.6GB








